May 2018

Welcome to the SwiftStack Monthly Newsletter!
Hello,
Summer is approaching and Spring has seen a great deal of growth at SwiftStack. From our
engagement as a Cisco Preferred Solution Partner at Cisco Live in June, to further developments
with data management in healthcare, this newsletter has plenty of new things to share.
Respectfully,
The SwiftStack Team

Clinical Data Repository
In a 2017 study by the New England Journal of Medicine, 95% of health care IT executives identified
clinical data as the most important data type in their organization. While these results should not come
as a surprise, they do underscore the strategic value of storing, managing, and delivering clinical data to
enhance patient care...
Read Now

Surveillance Data Repository
The use of video surveillance for security and analytics is growly significantly and rapidly in businesses
across the world...
Read Now

Multi-Cloud Media Workflow Demo
Last month we were at NAB (National Association of Broadcasters) showcasing how SwiftStack could
help you manage data across multiple clouds in a media workflow. If you have not seen it, check out the
demo.
View Now

Cisco Live: Orlando, FL (June 10-14, 2018)
SwiftStack, a Cisco Preferred Solution Partner, is exhibiting at Cisco Live! If you're attending, take
advantage of this opportunity to meet with our Storage Experts.
Request a Meeting

Cloud9Softoftware Case Study
Leading SaaS provider leverages SwiftStack to consolidate NAS-based silos for simpler, more costefficient data management.
Read Now

Examining Data Management Practices in Health Care – A Three Part Series – Part One: Data is
the Lifeblood of every Health Care Provider
By Greg Govatos
When you think about organizations that are responsible for managing massive volumes of critical data,
which ones come to mind? Many people’s initial response is “a hospital”, due to the way patient care
has been revolutionized by technology and the multitude of data sets this technology creates…

Read Now

Upcoming Events
Cisco Live

AWS re:Invent

June 10 - 14, 2018

Orlando, FL

November 26 - 30, 2018

Las Vegas, NV
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